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The Art of the Islamic World Course Descriptor 

__________________________________________ 

Course Title The Art of the Islamic World Faculty Art History 

Course Code NCHAH695 Course Leader Dr Niamh Bhalla 

Credit Points 30 Teaching 

Period 

Either 

FHEQ Level Level 6 Date Approved June 2020 

Compulsory/ 

Optional  

Optional 

Pre-

requisites 

None 

Co-

requisites 

None 

 

COURSE SUMMARY 

Muslim societies have produced art and architecture of tremendous diversity for over 1300 years 

from Spain and West Africa to South-East Asia and China so that the scope of what is considered 

Islamic art is truly global. The arts of the Islamic world include mosques, palaces, civic centres, 

textiles, illustrated manuscripts, and portable objects in ceramic, metal, glass, and ivory, among 

others. This course introduces and charts the development of these art forms from the beginning 

of the Islamic era following its emergence from the Arabian Peninsula in the seventh century to 

the early modern period. Students will be equipped with the visual and discursive skills and 

conceptual tools necessary to begin to navigate this vast field and to understand and locate the 

arts of Islamic societies within world history. 

Students will survey the architecture and material culture of many of the core regions of the 

Islamic world. The lectures will be ordered chronologically, focussing on artistic outputs under 

key Islamic dynasties while maintaining a critical awareness of the limitations of such dynastic 

periodization. The introductory lecture will outline issues such as attitudes to figural 

representation and the appropriateness of the term ‘Islamic art’. Subsequent lectures will focus 

on key periods from the beginning of the Islamic era in the 7th century up to the period of 

dominance by the rival early modern empires of Safavid Iran and Ottoman Turkey.  

Key examples of architecture and material culture will be studied in order to identify the 

characteristic aesthetic and technical features of each period and the social agency of these 

objects and buildings in the lives of those making and using them. Thematic strands will thread 

themselves through the lectures such as aesthetic experience and spirituality, art and political 

ideology, diplomacy and gift giving and female patronage. The idea of Islam as a monolithic 

socio-cultural institution will be undermined to explore instead geographically and ethnically 

diverse societies that expressed their own vision of Islamic culture and society. By the end of 
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the course students will have acquired a good understanding of significant and representative 

works of art and architecture of the Islamic world and an understanding of how to place them 

within a broader global context. 

 

COURSE AIMS 

● Develop a broad understanding of the monuments and material culture of key 

moments in the history of the Islamic world. 

● Develop a good understanding of how buildings and artefacts were designed and 

made, and how they relate to their specific historical context. 

● Explore the impact and place of the art of the Islamic world within a global 

context. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to: 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

K1c Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of key works of art and 

architecture, and the underlying concepts governing artistic movements in the 

history of the Islamic world. 

K2c Engage with the concepts, values and debates that have informed the study of 

art and architecture from the Islamic world. 

 

SUBJECT SPECIFIC SKILLS 

S1c Evaluate and present accurately buildings and works of art in various media 

using ordinary and specialist language as appropriate. 

S2c Evaluate and interpret buildings and artefacts from a range of historical periods 

and place them within their correct historical, cultural and intellectual contexts. 

 

TRANSFERABLE AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 

T1c Utilise an advanced level of technical proficiency of written English, while 

effectively applying scholarly terminology, to critically evaluate, analyse and 

make judgements and apply these appropriately to a range of diverse contexts. 

T1c Present, evaluate and interpret unfamiliar artefacts, issues and ideas in spoken 

and written form, using visual aids where appropriate. 

T2c Synthesise, analyse and summarise large amounts of information to produce 

rational and critical conclusions. 

 

TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Students will have the opportunity to engage with: 

● 1 x virtual learning environment (VLE) 

● 25 x large-group hours 

● 5.5 x tutorial hours (individual or group tutorial) 
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● Weekly office hours 

Students are required to attend and participate in all timetabled sessions for this course and, 

with the ongoing support available, to manage their directed learning and independent study. 

Total study hours for this course are: 300. 

 

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 

● An increased understanding of Islam and Islamic societies. 

● The ability to present with visual aids, both in the classroom and in the gallery 

space. 

● The ability to articulate arguments about visual material in a variety of written 

forms. 

● The ability to research at an advanced level, organise material and interpret it 

critically. 

 

ASSESSMENT 

FORMATIVE 

Students will be formatively assessed during the course by means of set assignments. These 

do not count towards the end of year results, but will provide students with developmental 

feedback on how to improve writing and essay structure, critical analysis and interpretation of 

works of art, and how to employ primary sources and comparative material.  

SUMMATIVE 

Assessment will be in two forms: 

AE: Assessment Activity Weighting 

(%) 

Online 

submission 

Duration Length 

1 Oral presentation 20 N/A 20 

minutes 

N/A 

2 Examination 80 N/A 3 hours N/A 

 

The examination will consist of a number of questions from which the student will have the 

choice of answering a specified number. Both the examination and the written assignment will 

be assessed in accordance with the assessment aims set out in the Programme Specification.  

 

FEEDBACK 

Students will receive formal feedback in a variety of ways: written (including via email 

correspondence); oral (within one-to-one tutorials or on an ad hoc basis) and indirectly 

through discussion during group tutorials. Students will also attend the formal meeting, 

Collections, in which they will receive constructive and developmental feedback on their term’s 

performance.  

Feedback on examinations is provided through generic internal examiners’ reports and are 

made available to the student on the VLE. For all other summative assessment methods, 
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feedback is made available to the student either via email, the VLE or another appropriate 

method. 

 

INDICATIVE READING 

Note: Comprehensive and current reading lists for courses are produced annually in the Course 

Guide or other documentation provided to students; the indicative reading list provided below is 

used as part of the approval/modification process only. 

BOOKS  

F.B.FLOOD, & G.NECIPOĞLU, EDS. (2017). A COMPANION TO ISLAMIC ART AND 

ARCHITECTURE, VOL. 1, HOBOKEN, NJ: WILEY BLACKWELL 

ETTINGHAUSEN, R., GRABAR, O., & JENKINS-MEDINA, M. (2001). THE ART AND 

ARCHITECTURE OF ISLAM: 650-1250. NEW HAVEN: YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 

GEORGE, A. (2010). THE RISE OF ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY. LONDON: SAQI BOOKS. 

BLOOM, J. (2008). ARTS OF THE CITY VICTORIOUS: ISLAMIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN 

FATIMID NORTH AFRICA AND EGYPT, NEW HAVEN: YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS  

ROSSER-OWEN, M. (2010). ISLAMIC ARTS FROM SPAIN. LONDON: V & A PUBLISHING. 

BREND, B. & MELVILLE, C. (2010). EPIC OF THE PERSIAN KINGS: THE ART OF FERDOWSI’S 

SHAHNAMEH, LONDON: I.B. TAURIS 

BABAIE, S. (2008). ISFAHAN AND ITS PALACES: STATECRAFT, SHIʿISM AND THE 

ARCHITECTURE OF CONVIVIALITY IN EARLY MODERN IRAN, EDINBURGH: EDINBURGH 

UNIVERSITY PRESS 

JOURNALS 

Muqarnas  

Ars Orientalis  

 

INDICATIVE TOPICS 

Students will study the following topics:  

● What is ‘Islamic’ Art? 

● The Formation of Islamic Art  

● The Shift to the ‘East’ after 750 

● The Umayyads in al-Andalus  

● The Fatimid Caliphate in Cairo  

● The Great Seljuqs of Iran  

● After the Seljuqs: The Sultanate of Rum and the Ayyubids  

● The Mamluks in Egypt and Syria   

● The Ottoman Empire  

● Iran from Timur to Shah ‘Abbas  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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number 

Date 
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